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Papyrus, invented by the ancient Egyptians,

quickly became the main writing material used

in the Mediterranean world and was employed

until ca. 1100 CE, when it ceased to be used in

Constantinople. The Greeks adopted it at least

from the sixth century BCE onwards. Owing to

its dry climate, Egypt is the only country to

preserve in any quantity the texts written

on papyrus during the Greek, Roman, and

Byzantine periods. The bureaucracy developed

by the Ptolemaic administration may have

intensified, there more than elsewhere, the

use of papyrus – and later the Roman admin-

istration took advantage of this situation.

Papyrus was not the only writing material:

ostraca (potsherds), wooden or wax tablets,

and, later, parchment and paper, were also

used, which eventually ousted papyrus,

even taking its name. But making up nearly

seventy percent of the papyrological documen-

tation, papyrus is by far the most widespread

medium, used for documents as well as for

literary texts.

Papyrus (Greek chartês, hence Latin charta,

English chart) was manufactured in the form

of rolls. A roll (Greek biblos, chartês, or tomos,

Latin volumen) was made up of sheets

(kollêma, pl. kollêmata) pasted together and

was several meters in length (a standard roll

composed of thirty sheets was 3.40 m long)

and an average of 30 cm high. The inner face –

the only one usually written on (except when

the roll was reused) – presented a surface

where the fibers were horizontal, contrary to

the outer face. The first sheet of the roll (with

a reverse fiber orientation), perhaps added sub-

sequently, was regarded as protecting the roll.

From the fifth century onwards, before market-

ing, a stamp was applied (called prôtokollon),

the legal value of which is still debated.

Used for copying literary works or for record-

ing deeds or accounts, the book-roll was written

in columns (Greek selides, Latin paginae). It

could be fitted with a label with the name of

the author and the title of the work (sillybos).

At the beginning of the Roman Empire, the

codex came from Rome and in the course of

time supplanted the roll as a book-form (see

CODEX).

In most cases, the text to be written was

shorter than the roll length, so the required

sheet was cut from the roll. The sheet could

be employed in two ways: with the writing

along the fibers or across the fibers (the latter

mode is called transversa charta, i.e., “the roll

having been turned transversally”). It could be

written on one face or on both faces (opistho-

graph). When written, it was folded and some-

times sealed, the outer part still visible after

folding, and could be provided with an endor-

sement giving the title of the deed or, if it was

a letter, the names of the sender and addressee.

The shape of the sheet (higher than wide,

or the opposite) and the fiber orientation

(recto with horizontal or vertical fibers) are

not contingent: they depend on the document

genre and the period.

Contrary to a commonly held opinion,

papyrus was not expensive (the 3.40 m

long standard roll cost approximately two

drachmas in the mid-first century, i.e., the

price of ca. 10 liters of wheat). The ostraca

were obviously cheaper but were unsuitable

in most cases where papyrus or parchment

was the only possible or acceptable material.

Nevertheless, the writing material was only

a small part of the price of books: it was the

cost of copying whichmade books expensive in

Antiquity.

SEE ALSO: Books; Papyrology.
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